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OLED Display Fundamentals and Applications May 25 2023 This new
edition specifically addresses the most recent and relevant
developments in the design and manufacture of OLED displays
Provides knowledge of OLED fundamentals and related technologies
for applications such as displays and solid state lighting along with
processing and manufacturing technologies Serves as a reference for
people engaged in OLED research, manufacturing, applications and
marketing Includes coverage of white + color filter technology, which
has become industry standard technology for large televisions
Fundamentals and Applications of Organic Electrochemistry Jul
27 2023 This textbook is an accessible overview of the broad field of
organic electrochemistry, covering the fundamentals and applications
of contemporary organic electrochemistry. The book begins with an
introduction to the fundamental aspects of electrode electron transfer
and methods for the electrochemical measurement of organic
molecules. It then goes on to discuss organic electrosynthesis of
molecules and macromolecules, including detailed experimental
information for the electrochemical synthesis of organic compounds
and conducting polymers. Later chapters highlight new methodology
for organic electrochemical synthesis, for example electrolysis in ionic
liquids, the application to organic electronic devices such as solar cells
and LEDs, and examples of commercialized organic electrode
processes. Appendices present useful supplementary information
including experimental examples of organic electrosynthesis, and
tables of physical data (redox potentials of various organic solvents
and organic compounds and physical properties of various organic
solvents).
Power Distribution Engineering Sep 04 2021 "Covering virtually all
areas of distribution engineering, this complete reference work
examines the unique behavior of utilities and provides the practical
knowledge necessary to solve real-world distribution problems. "
Fluid Mechanics Sep 16 2022 Covers the basic principles and
equations of fluid mechanics in the context of several real-world
engineering examples. This book helps students develop an intuitive
understanding of fluid mechanics by emphasizing the physics, and by
supplying figures, numerous photographs and visual aids to reinforce
the physics.
Fundamentals and Applications of Micro and Nanofibers Oct 30 2023
A comprehensive exposition of micro and nanofiber formation
processes, from physical foundations to production and applications.
Fluid Mechanics Aug 28 2023
Displays May 13 2022 In the extensive fields of optics, holography and
virtual reality, technology continues to evolve. Displays: Fundamentals
and Applications, Second Edition addresses these updates and
discusses how real-time computer graphics and vision enable the
application and displays of graphical 2D and 3D content. This book

explores in detail these technological developments, as well as the
shifting techniques behind projection displays, projector-camera
systems, stereoscopic and autostereoscopic displays. This new edition
contains many updates and additions reflecting the changes in fast
developing areas such as holography and near-eye displays for
Augmented and Virtual reality applications. Perfect for the student
looking to sharpen their developing skill or the master refining their
technique, Rolf Hainich and Oliver Bimber help the reader understand
the basics of optics, light modulation, visual perception, display
technologies, and computer-generated holography. With almost 500
illustrations Displays will help the reader see the field of augmentation
and virtual reality display with new eyes. Features: • Covers physics,
technology and techniques behind flat-panel as well as projection
displays, projector-camera systems, stereoscopic and autostereoscopic
displays, computer-generated holography, and near-eye displays •
Discusses how real-time computer graphics and computer vision
enable the visualization of graphical 2D and 3D content • Augmented
by close to 500 rich illustrations, which give readers a clear
understanding of existing and emerging display technology
Fundamentals and Applications of Microfluidics, Third Edition Jul 15
2022 Now in its Third Edition, the Artech House bestseller,
Fundamentals and Applications of Microfluidics, provides engineers
and students with the most complete and current coverage of this
cutting-edge field. This revised and expanded edition provides updated
discussions throughout and features critical new material on
microfluidic power sources, sensors, cell separation, organ-on-chip
and drug delivery systems, 3D culture devices, droplet-based chemical
synthesis, paper-based microfluidics for point-of-care, ion
concentration polarization, micro-optofluidics and micro-
magnetofluidics. The book shows how to take advantage of the
performance benefits of microfluidics and serves as an instant
reference for state-of-the-art microfluidics technology and
applications. Readers find discussions on a wide range of applications,
including fluid control devices, gas and fluid measurement devices,
medical testing equipment, and implantable drug pumps. Professionals
get practical guidance in choosing the best fabrication and enabling
technology for a specific microfluidic application, and learn how to
design a microfluidic device. Moreover, engineers get simple
calculations, ready-to-use data tables, and rules of thumb that help
them make design decisions and determine device characteristics
quickly.
The Superalloys Dec 08 2021 Superalloys are unique high-
temperature materials used in gas turbine engines, which display
excellent resistance to mechanical and chemical degradation. This
book introduces the metallurgical principles which have guided their
development. Suitable for graduate students and researchers, it

includes exercises and additional resources at
www.cambridge.org/9780521859042.
An Introduction to Nuclear Materials Mar 23 2023 Covering both
fundamental and advanced aspects in an accessible way, this textbook
begins with an overview of nuclear reactor systems, helping readers to
familiarize themselves with the varied designs. Then the readers are
introduced to different possibilities for materials applications in the
various sections of nuclear energy systems. Materials selection and life
prediction methodologies for nuclear reactors are also presented in
relation to creep, corrosion and other degradation mechanisms. An
appendix compiles useful property data relevant for nuclear reactor
applications. Throughout the book, there is a thorough coverage of
various materials science principles, such as physical and mechanical
metallurgy, defects and diffusion and radiation effects on materials,
with serious efforts made to establish structure-property correlations
wherever possible. With its emphasis on the latest developments and
outstanding problems in the field, this is both a valuable introduction
and a ready reference for beginners and experienced practitioners
alike.
Emulsions, Foams, and Suspensions Feb 07 2022 Until now colloid
science books have either been theoretical, or focused on specific
types of dispersion, or on specific applications. This then is the first
book to provide an integrated introduction to the nature, formation
and occurrence, stability, propagation, and uses of the most common
types of colloidal dispersion in the process-related industries. The
primary focus is on the applications of the principles, paying attention
to practical processes and problems. This is done both as part of the
treatment of the fundamentals, where appropriate, and also in the
separate sections devoted to specific kinds of industries. Throughout,
the treatment is integrated, with the principles of colloid and interface
science common to each dispersion type presented for each major
physical property class, followed by separate treatments of features
unique to emulsions, foams, or suspensions. The first half of the book
introduces the fundamental principles, introducing readers to
suspension formation and stability, characterization, and flow
properties, emphasizing practical aspects throughout. The following
chapters discuss a wide range of industrial applications and examples,
serving to emphasize the different methodologies that have been
successfully applied. Overall, the book shows how to approach making
emulsions, foams, and suspensions with different useful properties,
how to propagate them, and how to prevent their formation or
destabilize them if necessary. The author assumes no prior knowledge
of colloid chemistry and, with its glossary of key terms, complete
cross-referencing and indexing, this is a must-have for graduate and
professional scientists and engineers who may encounter or use
emulsions, foams, or suspensions, or combinations thereof, whether in



process design, industrial production, or in related R&D fields.
Metal Forming Feb 19 2023 Briefly reviews the basic principles of
metal forming but major emphasis is on the latest developments in the
design of metal-forming operations and tooling. Discusses the position
of metal forming in manufacturing and considers a metal-forming
process as a system consisting of several interacting variables.
Includes an overall review and classification of all metal-forming
processes. The fundamentals of plastic deformation - metal flow, flow
stress of metals and yield criteria - are discussed, as are significant
practical variables of metal- forming processes such as friction,
temperatures and forming machines and their characteristics.
Examines approximate methods of analyzing simple forming
operations, then looks at massive forming processes such as closed-die
forging, hot extrusion, cold forging/ extrusion, rolling and drawing
(discussion includes the prediction of stresses and load in each
process and applications of computer-aided techniques). Recent
developments in metal-forming technology, including CAD/CAM for die
design and manufacture, are discussed, and a review of the latest
trends in metal flow analysis and simulations.
Engineering Chemistry Jun 25 2023 Written in lucid language, the
book offers a detailed treatment of fundamental concepts of chemistry
and its engineering applications.
Environmental Science Mar 11 2022 Environmental Science:
Fundamentals and Applications is an applied science textbook written
for a high school audience. It provides practical instruction in the
sciences that address principles related to the environment. Chapters
include topics such as natural resource management, fish and wildlife
management, aquaculture, soil science and forestry. It addresses basic
principles of science as they relate to outdoor environments, providing
numerous examples of applications of science to environmental
problems. The textbook is illustrated with many colored photos,
sketches, diagrams, and tables. Chapters include objectives,
evaluation materials, suggested class activities, and key terms. In
addition, Internet key words are provided throughout the text to guide
in-depth Internet study.
Green Chemistry Jan 09 2022 This book highlights the potential and
scope of green chemistry for clean and sustainable development.
Covering the basics, the book introduces readers to the need and the
many applications and benefits and advantages of environmentally
friendly chemical practice and application in industry. The book
addresses such topics as ecologically safe products, catalysts and
solvents, conditions needed to produce such products, types of
chemical processes that are conducive to green chemistry, and much
more.
MemComputing Jan 01 2024 MemComputing is a new computing
paradigm that employs time non-locality (memory) to both process and
store information. This book, written by the originator of this
paradigm, explains the main ideas behind MemComputing, explores its
theoretical foundations, and shows its applicability to a wide variety of
combinatorial optimization problems, machine learning, and quantum
mechanics. The book is ideal for graduate students in Physics,

Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, and Mathematics, as well
as researchers in both academia and industry interested in
unconventional computing. The author relies on extensive margin
notes, important remarks, and many illustrations to better explain the
main concepts and clarify jargon, making the book as self-contained as
possible. The reader will be guided from the basic notions to the more
advanced ones with an always clear and engaging writing style. Along
the way, the reader will appreciate the advantages of this computing
paradigm and the major differences that set it apart from the
prevailing Turing model of computation, and even quantum
computing.
Asphaltenes May 01 2021 Asphaltenes have traditionally been viewed
as being extremely complex, thus very hard to characterize. In
addition, certain fundamental properties of asphaltenes have pre
viously been inaccessible to study by traditional macroscopic methods,
further limiting understanding of asphaltenes. These limitations
inhibited development of descriptions regarding the microscopic
structure and solution dynamics of asphaltenes. However, a variety
ofmore recent studies have implied that asphaltenes share many
chemical properties with the smaller, more tractable components of
crude oils. Recent measurements have indicated that asphaltene
molecular weights are not as !arge as previously thought, perhaps in
the range of 600 to I 000 amu. In addition, new experimental methods
applied to asphaltene chemical structures have been quite revealing,
yielding a broad understanding. Conse quently, the ability to relate
chemical structure with physical and chemical properties can be
developed and extended to the understanding of important commercial
properties of asphal tenes. This book treats significant new
developments in the fundamentals and applications of asphaltenes. In
the first section ofthe book, new experimental methods are described
that characterize asphaltene structures from the molecular to
colloidallength scale. The colloidal properties are understandable in
terms of asphaltene chemical structures, especially with regard to the
heteroatom impact on bonding. However, quantitative measurements
of the of asphaltene self-association still need to be determined. In the
second section of enthalpy this book, the fundamental understanding
of asphaltenes is related riirectly to asphaltene utilization.
Wood Chemistry Apr 23 2023 Examines the basic principles of wood
chemistry and its potential applications to pulping and paper-making,
wood and wood waste utilization, pulping by-products for production
of chemicals and energy and biomass conversion. This edition includes
new details of environmental factors.
Plasmonics: Fundamentals and Applications Jun 06 2024
Considered a major field of photonics, plasmonics offers the potential
to confine and guide light below the diffraction limit and promises a
new generation of highly miniaturized photonic devices. This book
combines a comprehensive introduction with an extensive overview of
the current state of the art. Coverage includes plasmon waveguides,
cavities for field-enhancement, nonlinear processes and the emerging
field of active plasmonics studying interactions of surface plasmons
with active media.

Fluid Mechanics Aug 16 2022 "Fluid mechanics is an exciting and
fascinating subject with unlimited practical applications ranging from
microscopic biological systems to automobiles, airplanes, and
spacecraft propulsion. Fluid mechanics has also historically been one
of the most challenging subjects for undergraduate students because
proper analysis of fluid mechanics problems requires not only
knowledge of the concepts but also physical intuition and experience.
Our hope is that this book, through its careful explanations of concepts
and its use of numerous practical examples, sketches, figures, and
photographs, bridges the gap between knowledge and the proper
application of that knowledge"...
Conducting Polymers, Fundamentals and Applications Jun 01
2021 This book deals with the practical fundamentals and applications
of conducting polymers. Written from a pedagogical point of view and
at a very basic level, it provides a thorough grounding in CPs ideal for
further work, as a reference, or as a supplementary course text.
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy Aug 04 2021 This book is
a comprehensive source of the fundamentals, process parameters,
instrumental components and applications of laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy (LIBS). The effect of multiple pulses on material ablation,
plasma dynamics and plasma emission is presented. A heuristic plasma
modeling allows to simulate complex experimental plasma spectra.
These methods and findings form the basis for a variety of applications
to perform quantitative multi-element analysis with LIBS. These
application potentials of LIBS have really boosted in the last years
ranging from bulk analysis of metallic alloys and non-conducting
materials, via spatially resolved analysis and depth profiling covering
measuring objects in all physical states: gaseous, liquid and solid.
Dedicated chapters present LIBS investigations for these tasks with
special emphasis on the methodical and instrumental concepts as well
as the optimization strategies for a quantitative analysis.
Requirements, concepts, design and characteristic features of LIBS
instruments are described covering laboratory systems, inspections
systems for in-line process control, mobile systems and remote
systems. State-of-the-art industrial applications of LIBS systems are
presented demonstrating the benefits of inline process control for
improved process guiding and quality assurance purposes.
Heat and Mass Transfer: Fundamentals and Applications Nov 18 2022
With complete coverage of the basic principles of heat transfer and a
broad range of applications in a flexible format, Heat and Mass
Transfer: Fundamentals and Applications, by Yunus Cengel and Afshin
Ghajar provides the perfect blend of fundamentals and applications.
The text provides a highly intuitive and practical understanding of the
material by emphasizing the physics and the underlying physical
phenomena involved. This text covers the standard topics of heat
transfer with an emphasis on physics and real-world every day
applications, while de-emphasizing mathematical aspects. This
approach is designed to take advantage of students' intuition, making
the learning process easier and more engaging. McGraw-Hill's
Connect, is also available as an optional, add on item. Connect is the
only integrated learning system that empowers students by



continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, how they need it, so that class time is more effective. Connect
allows the professor to assign homework, quizzes, and tests easily and
automatically grades and records the scores of the student's work.
Problems are randomized to prevent sharing of answers an may also
have a "multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning
along if they experience difficulty.
Electrochemical Methods Dec 20 2022 This edition is fully revised
to reflect the current state off the field. * Significant additions include
ultramicroelectrodes, modified electrodes, and scanning probe
methods. * Many chapters have been modified and improved,
including electrode kinetics, voltammetric methods, and mechanisms
of coupled chemical reactions.
Fundamentals and Applications of Rock Mechanics Nov 30 2023 Rock
mechanics is a first course in the field of mining and geotechnical
engineering. Over the last decades, the concepts and applications of
rock mechanics have evolved tremendously for understanding the
stability and safety of structures made of/on the rock masses. This
book elaborates the fundamental concepts of rock mechanics for
designing and analysis of structures and excavations for a variety of
applications. The text includes a fine blend of theory and worked-out
examples and applications, and also emphasises the basics of stress
and strain analysis, volume–weight relationship, rock mass
classification systems, in situ stress measurements, stresses around
underground opening, pillar and support design, subsidence, slope
stability, rock failure criteria and behaviour of jointed rock mass.
Numerical analysis procedures and interaction between rock bolts and
rock masses are also introduced emphasising the mechanics and
applications in rock engineering. Besides undergraduate and
postgraduate students of civil (including geotechnical), mining and
petroleum engineering, the book will also benefit the practicing
engineers and researchers, who wish to acquaint themselves with
state-of-the-art techniques of rock mechanics and its applications.
Overall, this textbook is useful for both elementary as well as
advanced learning.
The Fundamentals and Applications of Light-Emitting Diodes Feb 27
2021 The Fundamentals and Applications of Light-Emitting Diodes:
The Revolution in the Lighting Industry examines the evolution of
LEDs, including a review of the luminescence process and background
on solid state lighting. The book emphasizes phosphor-converted LEDs
that are based on inorganic phosphors but explores different types of
LEDs based on inorganic, organic, quantum dots, perovskite-
structured materials, and biomaterials. A detailed description is
included about the diverse applications of LEDs in fields such as
lighting, displays, horticulture, biomedicine, and digital
communication, as well as challenges that must be solved before using
LEDs in commercial applications. Traditional light sources are fast
being replaced by light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The fourth generation
of lighting is completely dominated by LED luminaires. Apart from
lighting, LEDs have extended their hold on other fields, such as digital
communications, horticulture, medicine, space research, art and

culture, display devices, and entertainment. The technological
promises offered by LEDs have elevated them as front-runners in the
lighting industry. Presents a concise overview of different types of
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) based on inorganic phosphors, organic
materials, quantum dots, perovskite-structured materials, and
biomaterials Includes a discussion of current and emerging
applications in lighting, communications, horticulture, and medical
fields Addresses fundamentals, luminescence mechanisms, and key
optical materials, including synthesis methods
Fundamentals and Applications of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide
(SCO2) Based Power Cycles Jan 26 2021 Fundamentals and
Applications of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide (SCO2) Based Power
Cycles aims to provide engineers and researchers with an
authoritative overview of research and technology in this area. Part
One introduces the technology and reviews the properties of SCO2
relevant to power cycles. Other sections of the book address
components for SCO2 power cycles, such as turbomachinery
expanders, compressors, recuperators, and design challenges, such as
the need for high-temperature materials. Chapters on key applications,
including waste heat, nuclear power, fossil energy, geothermal and
concentrated solar power are also included. The final section
addresses major international research programs. Readers will learn
about the attractive features of SC02 power cycles, which include a
lower capital cost potential than the traditional cycle, and the
compounding performance benefits from a more efficient
thermodynamic cycle on balance of plant requirements, fuel use, and
emissions. Represents the first book to focus exclusively on SC02
power cycles Contains detailed coverage of cycle fundamentals, key
components, and design challenges Addresses the wide range of
applications of SC02 power cycles, from more efficient electricity
generation, to ship propulsion
Computer Fundamentals and Applications Mar 03 2024 With the
invention of computers and the advent of the Internet, mobile
computing and e-Business applications, Information Technology (IT)
has brought rapid progress in domestic and international business,
and a tremendous change in the lifestyle of people. This book provides
the students not just the knowledge about the fundamentals of a
computer system, like its organization, memory management and
hardware devices, but also the software that run on it. The book then
proceeds to describe operating systems, and the basics of
programming concepts like procedure-oriented programming and
object-oriented programming. Useful application software like MS
Word, MS Excel and MS PowerPoint are described in great detail in
separate chapters. A complete section has been devoted to the
teaching of data communication, networking and Internet. The book
ends with a detailed description of the business applications of
computers. KEY FEATURES • Incorporates basics of IT along with
developing skills for using various IT tools • Includes diagrams,
pictures and screenshots • Provides key terms, review questions,
practical exercises, group discussions, project activities and
application-based case studies in each chapter • Follows the latest

curriculum and guidelines for undergraduate and postgraduate
courses of various universities, colleges and institutes
Mechatronics May 05 2024 An Up-To-Date Reference on the Latest
Developments of MechatronicsGeared toward engineers, designers,
researchers, educators, and students, Mechatronics: Fundamentals
and Applications focuses on integrating practice with theory relevant
to electromechanical and multidomain systems. A result of the
Distinguished Visiting Fellowship of the Royal Acad
Nanotechnology Apr 04 2024 Potential of Nanotechnology is
immense and encompasses virtually every field of life. Technologists
and researchers all across the globe have realized this and call it the
Technology of the Future. The book is intended to develop interest
amongst students of all branches of Engineering and incumbent
researchers so that they get to know fundamentals of the subject. The
books deals with all the aspects of nanotechnology and its
fundamentals and applications, i.e. Nanotechnology, tools and
techniques, nanomaterials, nanocomputers, nanocomposites, risks
related with the use of nanotechnology and its relation with the
environment. Applications of nanotechnology in textiles, solar power,
electronics, space explorations and in communication find a
reasonable place in the book.
Displays Oct 06 2021 In the extensive fields of optics, holography and
virtual reality, technology continues to evolve. Displays: Fundamentals
and Applications, Second Edition addresses these updates and
discusses how real-time computer graphics and vision enable the
application and displays of graphical 2D and 3D content. This book
explores in detail these technological developments, as well as the
shifting techniques behind projection displays, projector-camera
systems, stereoscopic and autostereoscopic displays. This new edition
contains many updates and additions reflecting the changes in fast
developing areas such as holography and near-eye displays for
Augmented and Virtual reality applications. Perfect for the student
looking to sharpen their developing skill or the master refining their
technique, Rolf Hainich and Oliver Bimber help the reader understand
the basics of optics, light modulation, visual perception, display
technologies, and computer-generated holography. With almost 500
illustrations Displays will help the reader see the field of augmentation
and virtual reality display with new eyes.
Wildland Fuel Fundamentals and Applications Oct 18 2022 A new era
in wildland fuel sciences is now evolving in such a way that fire
scientists and managers need a comprehensive understanding of fuels
ecology and science to fully understand fire effects and behavior on
diverse ecosystem and landscape characteristics. This is a reference
book on wildland fuel science; a book that describes fuels and their
application in land management. There has never been a
comprehensive book on wildland fuels; most wildland fuel information
was put into wildland fire science and management books as separate
chapters and sections. This book is the first to highlight wildland fuels
and treat them as a natural resource rather than a fire behavior input.
Moreover, there has never been a comprehensive description of fuels
and their ecology, measurement, and description under one reference;



most wildland fuel information is scattered across diverse and
unrelated venues from combustion science to fire ecology to carbon
dynamics. The literature and data for wildland fuel science has never
been synthesized into one reference; most studies were done for
diverse and unique objectives. This book is the first to link the
disparate fields of ecology, wildland fire, and carbon to describe fuel
science. This just deals with the science and ecology of wildland fuels,
not fuels management. However, since expensive fuel treatments are
being planned in fire dominated landscapes across the world to
minimize fire damage to people, property and ecosystems, it is
incredibly important that people understand wildland fuels to develop
more effective fuel management activities.
Electroless Plating Jun 13 2022
Graphene Oxide Mar 30 2021 Due to its unique properties, graphene
oxide has become one of the most studied materials of the last decade
and a great variety of applications have been reported in areas such as
sensors, catalysis and biomedical applications. This comprehensive
volume systematically describes the fundamental aspects and
applications of graphene oxide. The book is designed as an
introduction to the topic, so each chapter begins with a discussion on
fundamental concepts, then proceeds to review and summarize recent
advances in the field. Divided into two parts, the first part covers
fundamental aspects of graphene oxide and includes chapters on
formation and chemical structure, characterization methods, reduction
methods, rheology and optical properties of graphene oxide solutions.
Part Two covers numerous graphene oxide applications including field
effect transistors, transparent conductive films, sensors, energy
harvesting and storage, membranes, composite materials, catalysis
and biomedical applications. In each case the differences and
advantages of graphene oxide over its non-oxidised counterpart are
discussed. The book concludes with a chapter on the challenges of
industrial-scale graphene oxide production. Graphene Oxide:
Fundamentals and Applications is a valuable reference for academic
researchers, and industry scientists interested in graphene oxide,
graphene and other carbon materials.
Plant & Soil Science: Fundamentals & Applications Jul 03 2021 Plant
& Soil Science Fundamentals and Applications combines the basic
knowledge of plant and soil science, in and easy to read and teach
format, and provides practical real world application for information
learned. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Mass Transfer Jan 21 2023 A thorough introduction to the
fundamentals and applications of microscopic and macroscopic mass
transfer.
Drug Delivery Sep 28 2023 This book provides a comprehensive
introduction to advanced drug delivery and targeting, covering their
principles, current applications, and potential future developments.
This edition has been updated to reflect significant trends and cutting-
edge advances that have occurred since the first edition was
published. All the original chapters have been retained, but the

material therein has been updated. Eight new chapters have been
added that deal with entirely new technologies and approaches.
Features: Offers a comprehensive introduction to the fundamental
concepts and underlying scientific principles of drug delivery and
targeting Presents an in-depth analysis of the opportunities and
obstacles afforded by the application of nanotechnologies for drug
delivery and targeting Includes a revised and expanded section on the
major epithelial routes of drug delivery currently under investigation
Describes the most recent, emerging, and innovative technologies of
drug delivery Provides real-life examples of the clinical translation of
drug delivery technologies through the use of case studies Discusses
the pertinent regulatory hurdles and safety issues of drug delivery and
targeting systems—crucial considerations in order to achieve licensing
approval for these new technologies
Foam Engineering Nov 06 2021 Containing contributions from
leading academic and industrial researchers, this book provides a
much needed update of foam science research. The first section of the
book presents an accessible summary of the theory and fundamentals
of foams. This includes chapters on morphology, drainage, Ostwald
ripening, coalescence, rheology, and pneumatic foams. The second
section demonstrates how this theory is used in a wide range of
industrial applications, including foam fractionation, froth flotation
and foam mitigation. It includes chapters on suprafroths, flotation of
oil sands, foams in enhancing petroleum recovery, Gas-liquid Mass
Transfer in foam, foams in glass manufacturing, fire-fighting foam
technology and consumer product foams. Key features: Foam
fractionation is an exciting and emerging technology, starting to gain
significant attention Discusses a vital topic for many industries,
especially mineral processing, petroleum engineering, bioengineering,
consumer products and food sector Links foam science theory to
industrial applications, making it accessible to an engineering science
audience Summarizes the latest developments in this rapidly
progressing area of research Contains contributions from leading
international researchers from academia and industry
Soil Mechanics Fundamentals and Applications Apr 11 2022 How
Does Soil Behave and Why Does It Behave That Way?Soil Mechanics
Fundamentals and Applications, Second Edition effectively explores
the nature of soil, explains the principles of soil mechanics, and
examines soil as an engineering material. This latest edition includes
all the fundamental concepts of soil mechanics, as well as an
introduction to
MACHINE DESIGN Feb 02 2024 This comprehensive text on
principles and practice of mechanical design discusses the concepts,
procedures, data, tools, and analytical methodologies needed to
perform design calculations for the most frequently encountered
mechanical elements such as shafts, gears, belt, rope and chain drives,
bearings, springs, joints, couplings, brakes and clutches, flywheels, as
well as design calculations of various IC engine parts. The book
focuses on all aspects of design of machine elements including
material selection and life or performance estimation under static,
fatigue, impact and creep loading conditions. The book also introduces

various engineering analysis tools such as MATLAB, AutoCAD, and
Finite Element Methods with a view to optimizing the design. It also
explains the fracture mechanics based design concept with many
practical examples. Pedagogically strong, the book features an
abundance of worked-out examples, case studies, chapter-end
summaries, review questions as well as multiple choice questions
which are all well designed to sharpen the learning and design skills of
the students. This textbook is designed to appropriately serve the
needs of undergraduate and postgraduate students of mechanical
engineering, agricultural engineering, and production and industrial
engineering for a complete course in Machine Design (Papers I and II),
fully conforming to the prescribed syllabi of all universities and
institutes.
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